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Abstract. Results on studying the spall fracture of uranium, plutonium and several their alloys under shock wave loading are presented in the paper. The problems of influence of initial temperature in a range of -196 – 800 °C and loading time on the spall strength and failure character of uranium and two its alloys with molybdenum and both molybdenum and zirconium were studied. The results for plutonium and its alloy with gallium were obtained at a normal temperature and in a temperature range of 40–315 °C, respectively. The majority of tests were conducted with the samples in the form of disks 4 mm in thickness. They were loaded by the impact of aluminum plates 4 mm thick through a copper screen 12 mm thick serving as the cover or bottom part of a special container. The character of spall failure of materials and the damage degree of samples were observed on the longitudinal metallographic sections of recovered samples. For a concrete test temperature, the impact velocity was sequentially changed and therefore the loading conditions corresponding to the consecutive transition from microdamage nucleation up to complete macroscopic spall fracture were determined. The conditions of shock wave loading were calculated using an elastic-plastic computer program. The comparison of obtained results with the data of other researchers on the spall fracture of examined materials was conducted.

1 Introduction

Studying spall fracture of the samples of uranium and its alloys under shock loading was carried out by various researchers [1–13]. In work [1] the samples of uranium 1.5–6 mm in thickness were loaded by uranium projectiles 0.8–3 mm thick speeded up to velocities of 73–175 m/s. Recording the free surface velocity of samples was made by means of a capacitive gauge. On the basis of such recording the value of 2.4 GPa was obtained for the spall strength of uranium and the measure of sample spall failure was offered. In work [2] the samples of uranium 7.5 mm in thickness were loaded by sapphire projectiles 6.3 mm thick speeded up to velocities of 129–426 m/s. Recording the free surface velocity of samples was made by means of a laser interferometer. Increasing the spall strengths of uranium from 2.7 to 3.3 GPa was noted with the growth of shock wave loading intensity. In work [3] the samples of uranium of 7 mm in thickness were loaded by sapphire projectiles 8 mm thick. Increasing the spall strengths of uranium from 1.7 to 2.6 GPa was noted with the growth of a free surface velocity from 60 to 500 m/s. The alloys of uranium with titanium, molybdenum, rhodium and niobium were also studied in this work. If at a free surface velocity of about 100 m/s the values of the spall strength of alloys were in a range of 2.5–3.2 GPa, then at a free surface velocity of about 500 m/s this range was about 3.2–3.5 GPa.

In works [4–6] the results on studying spall fracture of the uranium samples of two grades of carbon impurity content were given. The samples 4–5 mm in thickness were loaded by quartz projectiles 4 mm thick speeded up to velocities of 2700–600 m/s. Metallographic examination of recovered samples was made. It was not noted an obvious influence of material purity on the spall strength of uranium, which was in a range of 1.5–1.9 GPa. The complete spall fracture of samples occurred in the range of loading stresses from 3.5 to 5.3 GPa. In work [7] spall fracture of an alloy of uranium with titanium was studied. Results on the spall strengths of the alloy and on its character of spall failure were obtained. In works [8,9] the results of studying spall fracture of an alloy of uranium with niobium were given. The spall strength value of 2.6 GPa was obtained for the alloy and the complete spall fracture of samples occurred in the range of loading stresses from 4.3 to 5.5 GPa.

In work [10] the samples of uranium 0.1 mm in thickness were loaded by copper projectiles 0.05 mm thick in the range of shock wave compression from 1.6 to 10.5 GPa. The values of 4.4 and 2.9 GPa were obtained for the spall strength of high-purity and unpurified rolling uranium. In work [11] the samples of an alloy of uranium with titanium 6 mm in thickness were loaded by projectiles 2 mm thick speeded up to velocities of 130–500 m/s. Increasing the spall strengths of an alloy from 2.3 to 4.1 GPa was noted with the growth of shock wave loading intensity. In work [12] spall fracture of uranium and an alloy of uranium with titanium was studied in a temperature range of 20–860 °C. The samples 2 mm in thickness were loaded by copper projectiles 1 mm thick speeded up to a velocity of 300 m/s. The velocity of the free surface of samples was measured using a laser interferometer. Increasing the spall strengths of uranium was noted in the temperature range corresponding to the existence of the β-phase of uranium.

As to spall fracture of plutonium, the work [13] can be noted in which the explosive compression of a sphere made of an alloy of plutonium with gallium was studied. As a result of wave interactions, the two concentric spall cracks were formed in the sphere after loading. Not only voids but also microcracks were observed in the structure of spallation zones that enabled authors to make a supposition on the phase state of the alloy at a moment of spall cracks formation. An analogous work on the explosive
compression of a sphere made of pure plutonium was reported by authors at the conference [14].

In this paper the results of studying the spall fracture of uranium, plutonium and several their alloys under shock loading are considered. The results were obtained and partly presented in a number of works [15–22]. Studying spall fracture of these materials was also conducted under other loading conditions, in particular under the action of intensive radiation fluxes [23, 24] and the explosion of massive [24] and sheet [25] charges of high explosive. However, these results are mentioned only for comparison.

2 Materials and procedures

The results obtained for such metals and alloys as uranium, an alloy of uranium with 1.4 mass % of molybdenum (UM), a double alloy of uranium with 1.4 mass % of molybdenum and 0.7 mass % of zirconium (UMZ), plutonium and an alloy of plutonium with 1.6 mass % of gallium (PG) are presented in the paper. The samples of uranium were made of a material in three various initial states: a rod in a delivery state, a rod after low-temperature annealing and a plate in a delivery state. Other samples were made of materials in a delivery state. The samples of materials in the form of dicks 4 mm in thickness and 30 or 40 mm in diameter were fastened to a copper screen 12 mm thick serving by the cover or the bottom part of a hermetic container. The heating of the samples to a necessary temperature $T$ in a range up to 800 °C was carried out together with the container by means of an electric heater. The cooling of the samples to a temperature of ~196 °C was performed by a rather long holding in a vessel with liquid nitrogen. Shock wave loading of samples was carried out by the impact of an aluminum plate 4 mm thick on the screen. Speeding up the aluminum plate to a necessary velocity $w$ was executed by the explosion of a sheet explosive charge.

Studying the influence of loading time on spall fracture was conducted too. The samples of uranium 6 mm in thickness were loaded by the impact of aluminum plate 4 mm thick. The thinner samples 1.5 mm in thickness were loaded by the impact of aluminum plate 0.9 mm thick. Such tests were conducted for both uranium and alloys samples.

After testing the samples were bisected and their longitudinal sections underwent electrolytic polishing and etching. Observing the degree and character of samples spall fracture was performed by means of optical and metallographic microscopes at a magnification up to 1000 times. The degree and character of spall fracture of all samples tested at various temperatures and levels of loading pressure were revealed. The degree of failure was conventionally subdivided into a number of gradations, from complete spall fracture to the presence of a small amount of isolated microdamages in the section of a sample and further to the absence of microdamages in a section at a magnification up to 1000 times.

The conditions of shock wave loading of samples were determined with the use of a program for the numerical computation of one-dimensional elastic-plastic flows [26]. The conditions of shock wave loading of samples were determined with the use of a program for the numerical computation of one-dimensional elastic-plastic flows [26].

The results obtained for such metals and alloys as uranium, an alloy of uranium with 1.4 mass % of molybdenum (UM), a double alloy of uranium with 1.4 mass % of molybdenum and 0.7 mass % of zirconium (UMZ), plutonium and an alloy of plutonium with 1.6 mass % of gallium (PG) are presented in the paper. The samples of uranium were made of a material in three various initial states: a rod in a delivery state, a rod after low-temperature annealing and a plate in a delivery state. Other samples were made of materials in a delivery state. The samples of materials in the form of dicks 4 mm in thickness and 30 or 40 mm in diameter were fastened to a copper screen 12 mm thick serving by the cover or the bottom part of a hermetic container. The heating of the samples to a necessary temperature $T$ in a range up to 800 °C was carried out together with the container by means of an electric heater. The cooling of the samples to a temperature of ~196 °C was performed by a rather long holding in a vessel with liquid nitrogen. Shock wave loading of samples was carried out by the impact of an aluminum plate 4 mm thick on the screen. Speeding up the aluminum plate to a necessary velocity $w$ was executed by the explosion of a sheet explosive charge.

Studying the influence of loading time on spall fracture was conducted too. The samples of uranium 6 mm in thickness were loaded by the impact of aluminum plate 4 mm thick. The thinner samples 1.5 mm in thickness were loaded by the impact of aluminum plate 0.9 mm thick. Such tests were conducted for both uranium and alloys samples.

After testing the samples were bisected and their longitudinal sections underwent electrolytic polishing and etching. Observing the degree and character of samples spall fracture was performed by means of optical and metallographic microscopes at a magnification up to 1000 times. The degree and character of spall fracture of all samples tested at various temperatures and levels of loading pressure were revealed. The degree of failure was conventionally subdivided into a number of gradations, from complete spall fracture to the presence of a small amount of isolated microdamages in the section of a sample and further to the absence of microdamages in a section at a magnification up to 1000 times.

The conditions of shock wave loading of samples were determined with the use of a program for the numerical computation of one-dimensional elastic-plastic flows [26].

3 Obtained results

Some results on the influence of temperature on spall fracture of uranium [14, 15, 18] are presented in Figs. 1–4. In the captions, $b$ is the breadth of a structure fragment. In Fig. 1 the light and dark squares correspond to the complete spall fracture of samples and the retention of microscopic integrity of uranium, and the darkened markers characterize intermediate failure gradations. The calculated profiles of a longitudinal stress shown in Fig. 2 for three impact velocities make it possible to determine the spall strength $\sigma_s$ of uranium at a normal temperature and a realizable strain rate $\dot{\varepsilon}$. Here the spall strength $\sigma_s = 1.7$ GPa corresponds to the strain rate $= 4 \cdot 10^5$ 1/s.

At a temperature of ~196 °C an intensive twinning is observed in all the volume of a sample. Spall fracture has a brittle nature at this temperature. The nucleation and
growth of microcracks occurs preferentially along twins. At a normal temperature the nucleation of microcracks occurs commonly at carbonitride inclusions. The nucleation of microcracks along twins and intergranular cracking are observed at this temperature too. The further development of fracture is associated with the formation and growth of cavities in the places of multiple cracking. At a temperature of 300 °C the process of failure has a mainly ductile nature and is connected with the formation and growth of arbitary shape voids. At a temperatures of 430 and 500 °C spall failure has an essentially ductile nature. The voids formed at carbonitride inclusions have a spherical shape and their growth and coalescence occur without any cracking of a material. At a temperature of 680 °C uranium is in the β-phase, and the nucleation and growth of microcracks occurs in this case along the boundaries of grains and subgrains. The further development of fracture is associated with the formation and growth of cavities in the places of multiple cracking of a material. At a temperature of 800 °C uranium is in the γ-phase and the character of its failure becomes again essentially ductile, related to the formation of spherical voids, their growth and subsequent coalescence.

It is necessary to note the specific character of spall fracture of uranium samples at a temperature of 600 °C. In this case the rifting of small fragments or grains is observed but not the separation of a compact spall layer.

Some results on the influence of temperature on spall fracture of UM alloy [14,16] are presented in Fig. 5–8. The calculated profiles of a longitudinal stress for three impact velocities are shown in Fig. 6. The spall stress value obtained for UM alloy at a normal temperature makes 2.6 GPa. Some results on the influence of temperature on spall fracture of UMZ alloy [14,16] are presented in Fig. 9–12. The calculated profiles of a longitudinal stress for three impact velocities are shown in Fig. 10. The spall stress value obtained for UMZ alloy at a normal temperature makes 2.9 GPa.

Both the alloys are characterized by the martensitic structure in their initial state. The size of pseudob whiskers generally in the range of 100–200 μm for UM alloy and of 200–1500 μm for UMZ alloy. The character of spall fracture is alike to a large degree for both the alloys. Spall fracture of alloys at a temperature of −196 °C has a brittle nature. Spall microdamiages are thin and rather rectilinear microcracks. At a normal temperature the microcracks become more opened and less rectilinear. At a temperature of 400 °C the fracture character of alloys becomes actually ductile. The spall damages look like ductile microcracks and cavities of arbitrary shape. At temperatures of 660–800 °C practically all formed microdamiages are spherical voids. The nucleation of spall microdamiages under the low levels of tensile stresses and all temperatures occurs substantially at the carbonitride inclusions. Increase of the level of a tensile stress leads to such situation when the nucleation of microdamiages begins to occur virtually in any place.

The quantitative metallographic examination of a spall failure degree was carried out for several tested samples [17]. The sizes of observed spall damages, their quantity and distribution through the thickness of a sample were determined in the central zones of sample sections. For example, 6, 44 and 506 microcracks of sizes 0.01–0.49 mm were observed in the sections of uranium samples loaded at velocities of 173, 206 and 262 m/s at a normal temperature. Studying the influence of loading time on spall fracture of uranium and its alloys was conducted too. The spall strength value of 1.8 GPa was obtained when the samples of uranium 6 mm in thickness were loaded by the aluminum plates 4 mm thick. In the case of using the uranium sample 1.5 mm in thickness and the aluminum...
plate-impactor 0.9 mm thick, the spall strength value of 2.1 GPa was obtained. Analogous tendencies were also observed for uranium alloys.

Some results on spall fracture of plutonium and PG alloy [20–22] are presented in Fig. 13–16. The conditions of macroscopic spall fracture were determined and the metallographic examination of samples was performed later. The profiles of a longitudinal stress shown in Fig. 14 correspond to the loading conditions of plutonium and PG alloy preceding the complete spall fracture. The calculated value of a critical tensile stress makes in this case about 1.25 GPa for both the materials.

4 Discussion and conclusions

The part of obtained results on spall fracture of uranium, plutonium and their alloys under shock wave loading
Fig. 11. The sections of UMZ alloy samples tested at different temperatures, from top to bottom: \( T = 0^\circ C, w = 370 \) and \( 576 \) m/s; \( T = 400^\circ C, w = 437 \) m/s.

Fig. 12. The character of spall fracture of UMZ alloy at different temperatures, from left to right and from top to bottom: \( T = -196^\circ C, b = 160 \) µm; \( T = 0^\circ C, b = 267 \) µm; \( T = 400^\circ C, b = 100 \) µm; \( T = 800^\circ C, b = 160 \) µm.

Fig. 13. The influence of impact velocity and temperature on the degree of spall failure of plutonium and PG alloy samples.

has been presented in the paper. It has been shown that the temperature of testing influences appreciably on the conditions of spall fracture of uranium and its alloys and on the character of their fracture. The character of uranium fracture is especially interesting at a temperature of \( 600^\circ C \). It is necessary to note that the polymorphic \( \alpha-\beta \)-transition and arising of spall fracture are occurred at the same tensile stresses in this case. The comparison of obtained results with the results of studying the fracture character of uranium in the static conditions of uniaxial tension [28] indicates that the mechanisms of uranium fracture under shock wave and static tension are similar. The results on spall fracture of plutonium have been obtained and the influence of temperature on the conditions of spall fracture of PG alloy has been noted. It has been shown that the loading time also influences essentially on the conditions of spall fracture of uranium and its alloys.

The comparison of the results obtained for uranium and its alloys with the data of other researchers obtained in the close conditions of shock loading and cited shortly in the introduction points at their good agreement on the values of the spall strength, the conditions of complete fracture and the character of spall failure. The results
on the influence of temperature on the spall strength of uranium [12] obtained using the modern interferometric method of recording have the special importance in this regard. They confirm to a large degree the significance of the results of studying the spall fracture of uranium in three phase states obtained using simple experimental procedures [15].

It can be noted that the obtained results on spall fracture of uranium and its alloys under shock loading agree rather acceptably with the results obtained for the wedge samples of the same materials loaded by the sheet charges of plastic explosives [25]. In this case the starting places of spall cracks were determined in tested samples and the tensile stresses were estimated in these places. Spall fracture of uranium was also studied at the fast heating temperatures of the samples heating of samples by high-intensity pulses of penetrating radiation [23,24]. The heating temperatures of the samples 5–10 mm in thickness were in a range from 160 to 800 °C and the characteristic time of loading was about 2 μs. The character and degree of spall failure of uranium samples in all three phase states and the correspondent calculated tensile stresses were in good keeping with the results obtained under shock loading. Thus it can be concluded that the numerous result obtained to the present time on determination of the conditions of spall fracture of uranium and its alloys in the conditions of shock loading can be used for prediction of the behavior of samples of these materials in the conditions of relatively low-intensity explosive loading and in the conditions of fast heating by high-intensity pulses of penetrating radiation.
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